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Altered brain structure and function associated
with sensory and affective components of classic
trigeminal neuralgia
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Abstract
Classic trigeminal neuralgia (CTN) is a chronic neuropathic pain state characterized by intense, piercing spasms of the orofacial
region, and may be attributable to abnormal pain processing in the central nervous system. Our study investigated neuronal
alterations using voxel-based morphometry (VBM), diffuse tensor imaging (DTI), and resting-state functional connectivity in 38
patients with CTN and 38 matched healthy controls. For voxel-based morphometry analyses, patients with CTN displayed gray
matter volume (GMV) reductions in the anterior-cingulate cortex (ACC) and mid-cingulate cortex, insula, secondary somatosensory
cortex (S2), primary motor cortex (M1), premotor area, and several regions in the temporal lobe. For DTI analysis, patients compared
with controls had increased mean diffusivity (MD) and decreased fractional anisotropy (FA) in the corpus callosum and the bilateral
corona radiata, and increased mean diffusivity with no fractional anisotropy changes across the bilateral superior longitudinal
fasciculus, the internal and external capsule, the thalamus and brainstem. Additionally, patients with CTN had enhanced functional
connectivity between the right insula/S2 and ACC, medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate cortex, and bilateral dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex. Furthermore, gray matter volume of left inferior temporal gyrus negatively correlated with current pain intensity and
disease duration in patients, and connectivity of the right insula/S2-ACC was negatively correlated with pain intensity, depression,
and anxiety ratings. This study provides multiple lines of evidence supporting aberrant structural and functional patterns that are
observed in patients with CTN, which may help us better understand the pathophysiology of CTN and facilitate the development of
new therapies for this disease.
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1. Introduction
Classic trigeminal neuralgia (CTN) is a severe paroxysmal pain
disorder characterized by unilateral lancinating attacks in one or
more of the trigeminal nerve branches. These attacks can be
triggered by innocuous tactile stimuli or occur spontaneously.
Unlike other neuropathic pain conditions, patients with CTN are
often pain-free between attacks. However, coinciding with
disease progression, attacks subsequently become more frequent and sustained.6
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The etiology of CTN remains unclear, but some studies
suggest that CTN is due to microvascular compression of the
trigeminal root by aberrantly formed blood vessels, called nerve
vessel conflict (NVC).1,30 These loops may lead to demyelination
and axonopathy, increasing hyperexcitability of the trigeminal
root and ganglion, which may induce pain paroxysms.14
However, NVC is not exclusive to patients with CTN, as an
estimated 49% of the healthy population exhibit contact without
deviation or mild deviation of the nerves by the vasculatures.22
Moreover, despite upward of 75% of patients with CTN receive
pain relief after neurosurgical intervention named microvascular
decompression, approximately 30% of the patients experience
recurrence of the facial pain.62 It has been proposed that NVC
may represent a risk factor for the development of CTN but not
a single etiologic factor. The peripheral mechanisms alone do
not sufficiently explain CTN, and involvement of central nervous
system15 and the interaction between central and peripheral
mechanisms17 better account for the symptoms. Therefore, it is
necessary to investigate the morphometric brain alterations in
patients with CTN.
Because relatively little is known about the initiation and
maintenance of CTN, it is important to elucidate the underlying
neuronal differences between those with CTN and healthy
population at large. Neuroimaging studies have demonstrated
that chronic pain is associated with morphometric brain
changes as well as altered functional connectivity, eg, altered
www.painjournalonline.com
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default mode network (DMN) connectivity.4,11,12,23 In CTN,
voxel-based morphometry (VBM) studies have reported gray
matter changes in the anterior and posterior insula, anterior
cingulate cortex (ACC), primary/secondary somatosensory
cortex (S1/S2), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), and
thalamus,18,20,39 in addition to extensive white matter alterations.34,61 One task-related functional magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) study suggested a state of maintained sensitization of the trigeminal nociceptive systems in CTN35 but there is
limited data on disruptions of resting-state connectivity in
patients with CTN.
Some links have been reported between CTN and psychiatric disorders. For example, a retrospective investigation
suggested that patients with trigeminal neuralgia are approximately 2.85 and 2.98 times more likely to suffer from
depressive and anxiety disorders than matched controls,58
and another study demonstrated a substantial patient burden
expressed as interference with daily functioning and reduced
health status associated with severity of CTN. 49 But the
relationship between indices of structural and functional MRI in
the brain and emotional alterations in patients with CTN still
remains unclear.
The aim of this study was to investigate the alterations of
VBM, diffuse tensor imaging, and functional connectivity in
patients with CTN, and explore the correlations between
structural and functional deficits and clinical variables. We
hypothesized that patients with CTN have potentially abnormal
gray matter volume (GMV) and/or white matter diffusivity, and
the intermittent, lancinating pain may link to the alterations in
functional connectivity in brain regions associated with
nociception.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
Forty-one patients with CTN and 40 age- and sex-matched
healthy controls were recruited prospectively from the First
Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University. All participants
were right-handed according to self-report. The diagnosis of
CTN was confirmed by 2 neurologists according to the
International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICDH-III).46
Inclusion criteria included: disease duration .2 years; unilateral
pain in the distribution of one or more branches of the trigeminal
nerve; intense and stabbing painful paroxysms from trigger
areas or by trigger factors; and no neurological deficit or sensory
loss. Exclusion criteria included: symptomatic or atypical
neuralgia; previous microvascular decompression surgery or
other invasive treatments for CTN; presence of any other pain
disorders; or major psychiatric disorders. Most of the patients
took carbamazepine for pain treatment and a small portion used
oxcarbazepine and phenytoin, others took neurotrophic drugs
such as mecobalamine and oryzanol. Consent was obtained
according to the Declaration of Helsinki, and all research
procedures were performed with permission of the ethics
committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong
University.
2.2. Questionnaires and ratings
All participants were asked to rate the extent of their neuralgiainduced pain intensity using a visual analogue scale (VAS) under
the supervision of a technician. The VAS was graded on a scale of
0 to 10 for the last 7 days, and the mean was then calculated.56
Participants also completed the evaluations of anxious and

depressive symptoms using the Hamilton Depression Rating
Scale (HAMD) and the Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale (HAMA),55
which were reviewed by a psychiatrist. The technician and the
psychiatrist were blinded to the experimental groups.
2.3. Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition
Imaging data were collected on a 3.0-T scanner (Signa HDxt; GE
Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA), equipped with an 8channel phased-array head coil. For each subject, a highresolution structural image was acquired using axial fast spoiled
gradient recalled sequence (field of view: 256 3 256 mm; matrix:
256 3 256; time of repetition 5 2300 ms; time of echo 5 4.9 ms;
resolution 5 1.00 3 1.00 mm; flip angle: 15.0˚). The resting-state
functional magnetic resonance imaging (rsfMRI) data were
obtained using echo planar imaging (150 volumes; 35 contiguous
slices/volume; FOV: 240 3 240 mm; matrix: 64 3 64; spatial
resolution 5 3.75 3 3.75 3 4 mm; TR 5 2000 ms; TE 5 35 ms;
flip angle: 90˚). During the rsfMRI, subjects were instructed to stay
awake but to keep their eyes closed. A diffusion tensor image
(DTI) scan was also conducted (35 contiguous slices; FOV: 240 3
240 mm; matrix: 128 3 128; spatial resolution 5 1.88 3 1.88 3
4 mm; direction: 30; 5 10,000 ms; TE 5 87.3 ms).

2.4. Magnetic resonance imaging data preprocessing
and analysis
2.4.1. Voxel-based morphometry
Voxel-based morphometry analysis was performed using the
DPARSF toolbox (State Key Laboratory of Cognitive Neuroscience and Learning, Beijing Normal University, Beijing, China) with
Statistical Parametrical Mapping 8 (SPM8; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm) in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc, Natick, MA). Voxel-wise
GMV was analyzed between patients with CTN and control
subjects. Anatomical images were firstly segmented into gray
matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), spatially
normalized with diffeomorphic anatomical registration through
exponentiated Lie algebra (DARTEL) to the subject-specific
template, and then smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel
of 8 mm full width at half maximum. Total intracranial volume, total
GMV, white matter volume , and CSF were calculated and
averaged for each group. Group difference on voxel-wise GMV
images with total GMV, age, and sex as covariants were performed
with a cluster forming (voxel-wise) threshold of uncorrected P 5
0.001 and then corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster
level (P 5 0.05, false discovery rate correction).
2.4.2. Diffuse tensor imaging: whole brain tract–based
spatial statistics
Diffuse tensor imaging data processing and analysis were
carried out using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) software
(http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl), which included eddycurrent
correction, making a brain mask for the DTI data, “DTIFIT” to
reconstruct diffusion tensors, and fractional anisotropy (FA)
voxel-wise statistical measures using Tract-Based Spatial
Statistics (TBSS). First, the effects of head movement and
eddy currents were corrected in the raw DTI data, next BET
v2.1 was used for brain mask extraction, and then FA images
were generated by scaling the diffusion tensor to the DTI data
using FMRIB’s diffusion toolbox (FDT 3.0). Mean diffusivity
(MD) images were calculated from the average of 3 eigenvalues of L1, L2, and L3. Tract-Based Spatial Statistics analyses
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Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients with CTN and healthy controls.
Sex (female/male)

Patients with CTN (x 6 SD)

Healthy controls (x 6 SD)

P (2-tailed)

22/16

22/16

NA

Age, y

55.87 6 8.38

55.89 6 8.06

0.989

Duration of disease, y

7.05 6 5.32

NA

NA

Attack frequency (times per day)

5.90 6 5.83

NA

NA

Average duration of attack, min

1.32 6 0.77

NA

NA

Score of VAS

5.79 6 1.70

NA

NA

Score of HAMA

4.08 6 3.37

0.36 6 0.85

0.000*

Score of HAMD

4.24 6 3.37

0.34 6 0.85

0.000*

TIV (L)

1.403 6 0.113

1.449 6 0.102

0.074

GMV (L)

0.662 6 0.048

0.687 6 0.042

0.042†

WMV (L)

0.514 6 0.054

0.529 6 0.053

0.238

CSF (L)

0.228 6 0.032

0.234 6 0.027

0.276

P values are calculated based on independent-samples t test between 2 groups, as appropriate.
* P , 0.001.
† P , 0.05.
x, mean value; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CTN, classic trigeminal neuralgia; GMV, gray matter volume; HAMA, Hamilton Anxiety Rating Scale; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; NA, not applicable; TIV, total intracranial
volume; VAS, visual analogue scale; WMV, white matter volume.

were performed to examine differences in FA and MD between
patients with CTN and healthy controls. In detail, all of the FA
images were nonlinearly registered to a FMRIB58-FA standard space template (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/data/
FMRIB58_FA.html) and aligned to the Montreal Neurological
Institute space. The mean image of all aligned FA images was
then created and thinned to provide a mean FA skeleton with the FA
value threshold at 0.2.44 Aligned FA data of all participants were
projected onto this skeleton, and the resulting data were entered into
voxel-wise statistics. A randomization procedure at 5000 times
(FSL’s randomise, Monte Carlo permutation test) was used to
perform the group-wise statistics. Next, the MD images were also
aligned into MNI space and projected onto the mean FA skeleton
using the protocol of non-FA images in TBSS. The permutationbased nonparametric inferences within the framework of the general
linear model were performed to investigate the differences between
the patients and controls in FSL. The results were corrected using
threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) correction for multiple
comparisons (P 5 0.05, family-wise error rate corrected).
Group differences were further evaluated on skeletonized
FA and MD in the white matter of the whole brain. To
do this, we extracted mean FA and MD values across every

voxel in the skeleton for each subject and performed a 2-tailed
t test.
2.4.3. Resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging
connectivity
The rsfMRI data were preprocessed using the DPARSF toolbox
and REST toolbox version 1.8 (www.restfmri.net).47 The first 5
volumes were discarded to avoid transient signal changes before
magnetization reached steady-state and subjects’ adaptation to
the fMRI scanning noise. Preprocessing steps included: slice
timing correction; head motion correction; skull-stripping using
BET; co-registration of the anatomical image to the mean
functional image; segmentation of the anatomical gray matter,
white matter and CSF; normalization to MNI152 standard
template; smoothing with an 6-mm Gaussian kernel; and bandpass filtering at 0.01 to 0.1 Hz.59
Functional connectivity was performed using the seed-voxel
correlation approach,23 in which the time-course signal in a seed
region is correlated with all voxels in the brain. Seeds were
defined as 6-mm-radius spheres centered on the peak voxels for
the GMV clusters showing significant differences between

Figure 1. Regional gray matter volume decrease (blue–light blue) and increase (red–yellow) in patients with classic trigeminal neuralgia group in contrast to control
subjects. (A) Axial, sagittal, and coronal views; (B) Lateral and medial views of bilateral hemispheres. All images were shown with FDR correction of P 5 0.05 at
a cluster level for multiple comparisons. The color bar displayed t-values. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; INS, insula; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; M1, primary
motor cortex; MCC, middle cingulate cortex; PMA, premotor area; S2, secondary somatosensory cortex; STG, superior temporal gyrus.
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Table 2

Peak MNI coordinates for regions exhibiting decreased GMV in the CTN group vs control group.
Anatomical regions

BA

Side

Voxels in cluster

Peak voxel t value

MNI coordinate
x

y

z

P

Controls . patients
ACC
MCC
ITG
ITG
STG

32
24
20
20
41

left
left
left
right
left

245
573
391
188
340

21
26
251
53
254

38
23
248
236
214

1
41
221
227
4

3.8545
3.5209
4.6777
3.2522
3.4673

0.012
0.029
0.006
0.047
0.036

Insular cortex/S2
M1/PMA

40/13
4/6

right
left

428
512

39
233

21
3

15
54

3.7628
4.0361

0.018
0.009

Patients . controls
SPL

7

right

72

28

272

50

3.3024

0.042

Data are thresholded of P 5 0.05 with FDR correction at the cluster level for multiple comparisons.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; BA, Brodmman area; CTN, classic trigeminal neuralgia; GMV, gray matter volume; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; M1, primary motor cortex; MCC, middle cingulate cortex; PMA, premotor area; S2,
secondary somatosensory cortex; SPL, superior parietal lobule; STG, superior temporal gyrus.

patients with CTN and controls. Two-sample t tests between the
2 groups were performed on each resultant connectivity map
using total GMV as the covariance, with the cluster forming
a threshold of P 5 0.005 and then cluster-level corrected for
multiple comparisons (P 5 0.05, FDR correction).
2.4.4. Magnetic resonance imaging quality control
For VBM data, we inspected each volume for any artifact that
could affect the processing, such as segmentation, normalization, etc. For DTI data, we looked at the constructed red-greenblue maps for each individual to ensure that all the major tracts
were easily identified by eye. In addition, 4 subjects with head
motion of any volume more than 1.5 mm or 1.5˚ were excluded in
fMRI (2 patients and 2 controls) data preprocessing, and 1 CTN
patient with prominent signal lose in the frontal lobe in raw DTI
data was also ruled out from further analysis, leaving a total of 76
participants (38 patients and 38 controls) in the study.

group comparisons for GMV, DTI, and rsfMRI for patients with
CTN were related to clinical variables, we extracted data from the
multimodality MRI clusters and ran correlation analyses with
disease duration, VAS scores, HAMA, and HAMD scores.

3. Results
3.1. Demographic data and clinical characteristics of
patients with classic trigeminal neuralgia and
healthy controls
The demographic variables of the participants are summarized in
Table 1. Sex and age did not differ between patients with CTN and
healthy controls (sex: P 5 1.00; age: P 5 0.989). Compared with
control subjects, patients had significantly higher scores on the HAMA
[t(36) 5 6.58, P , 0.001] and HAMD [t(36) 5 6.90, P, 0.001]. The
remaining characteristics did not differ significantly between groups.

2.5. Correlations with clinical variables

3.2. Global tissue volume changes between patients with
classic trigeminal neuralgia and healthy controls

SPSS software version 18.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY) was
used for the correlation analyses. To test whether the results from

Compared with healthy controls, patients with CTN exhibited slightly
lower total GMV (P 5 0.042; Table 1). There were no significant

Figure 2. Negative correlations of GMV in the left inferior temporal gyrus with disease duration (A) and VAS (B) in patients with classic trigeminal neuralgia. GMV,
gray matter volume; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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Figure 3. Group differences of mean fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) in the skeletonized white matter between patients with classic trigeminal
neuralgia and controls. Patients had lower skeleton FA (A) with higher skeleton MD (B). Asterisks (*) indicate P , 0.05.

differences in total intracranial volume (P 5 0.074), white matter
volume (P 5 0.238), or CSF volume (P 5 0.276) between the 2
groups. The 3D, T1 structural images of all participants showed no
morphological abnormalities or apparent image artifacts.
3.3. Regional gray matter volume changes between patients
with classic trigeminal neuralgia and healthy controls
Patients with CTN had widespread decreased GMV across the
cerebral areas, including ACC, mid-cingulate cortex (MCC),
insula, S2, primary motor cortex (M1), premotor area (PMA), and
several portions of temporal lobe compared with that in controls,
and increased GMV in a small part of the superior parietal lobule
(SPL) (P 5 0.05, FDR corrected at cluster level, Fig. 1; see
Table 2 for more details on the clusters, including MNI

coordinates and Brodmann areas). Furthermore, there was
a negative correlation of GMV in the left inferior temporal gyrus
(ITG) with disease duration (r 5 20.46; P , 0.01) and pain
intensity (r 5 20.54; P, 0.01) of the patients (Fig. 2). Anxiety and
depression scores did not correlate with GMV in any of these
brain regions in either group.
3.4. Tract-Based Spatial Statistics analysis
To investigate global differences in white matter integrity, we tested for
group differences in FA and MD within the white matter skeleton.
Compared with controls, patients with CTN showed 2.0% reduction
in FA in skeletonized white matter (controls 5 0.424 6 0.013;
patients 5 0.416 6 0.021; P 5 0.039) (Fig. 3A). We also detected
1.7% higher MD within the white matter skeleton in patients with CTN

Figure 4. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) differences in white matter between patients with classic trigeminal neuralgia and healthy controls
(P 5 0.05, FWE correction using threshold-free cluster enhancement). Blue clusters in the upper row indicate patients , controls (FA) and red clusters in the lower
row meant patients . controls (MD). aCR, anterior corona radiata; bCC, body of cingulate cortex; gCC, genu of cingulate cortex; pCR, posterior corona radiata;
sCC, splenium of cingulate cortex; sCR, superior corona radiata.
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compared with control subjects (controls 5 [0.781 6 0.018] 3 1023
mm2/s; patients 5 [0.795 6 0.032] 3 1023 mm2/s; P 5 0.022)
(Fig. 3B).
Classic trigeminal neuralgia, compared with controls, had
extensive reductions in FA and increases in MD in white matter
across the brain (P 5 0.05, FWE correction using TFCE; Fig. 4 and
Table 3). Specifically, FA was robustly lower (by 18%-30%)
throughout the corpus callosum (genu, body, and splenium) in
patients compared with controls, whereas MD was only 12% to
15% higher. Furthermore, patterns of lower FA and higher MD
were also detected in the anterior, posterior, and superior corona
radiata in the CTN group. Increased MD in patients was found in
the bilateral inferior and superior cerebellar peduncle, the corticospinal tract, the thalamus, the anterior and posterior limb of internal
capsule, the external capsule, and the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (P 5 0.05, FWE correction using TFCE; Fig. 5). There
was no statistical difference in FA in these areas between groups.
3.5. Functional connectivity analysis
Using all of the clusters of the group differences in Table 2, we
further investigated the ACC, MCC, insular cortex/S2, ITG,
Table 3

Group differences of FA and MD in the main regions of brain
white matter.
Patients with CTN
FA (x 6 SD) MD (x 6 SD)*

Control subjects
FA (x 6 SD) MD (x 6 SD)*

gCC

0.36 6 0.10†

1.02 6 0.30‡

0.50 6 0.20

0.89 6 0.21

bCC

0.30 6 0.05†

1.15 6 0.27†

0.36 6 0.08

1.02 6 0.15

sCC

0.35 6 0.08†

1.18 6 0.25†

0.49 6 0.11

1.00 6 0.20

aIC (left)

0.38 6 0.09

1.02 6 0.27†

0.39 6 0.10

0.84 6 0.08

aIC (right)

0.36 6 0.08

0.95 6 0.20†

0.38 6 0.09

0.83 6 0.14

pIC (left)

0.41 6 0.14

0.98 6 0.27†

0.43 6 0.15

0.82 6 0.18

pIC (right)

0.40 6 0.12

1.02 6 0.30†

0.41 6 0.12

0.84 6 0.25

EC (left)

0.34 6 0.09

1.11 6 0.30†

0.35 6 0.10

0.86 6 0.13

EC (right)

0.35 6 0.10

1.16 6 0.30†

0.37 6 0.12

0.85 6 0.13

aCR (left)

0.24 6 0.09†

0.87 6 0.24‡

0.38 6 0.12

0.79 6 0.13

aCR (right)

0.27 6 0.10†

0.89 6 0.24†

0.39 6 0.12

0.78 6 0.16

pCR (left)

0.32 6 0.06‡

0.85 6 0.19‡

0.36 6 0.06

0.76 6 0.09

pCR (right)

0.32 6 0.05‡

0.86 6 0.18‡

0.36 6 0.06

0.77 6 0.08

sCR (left)

0.29 6 0.06†

0.91 6 0.25‡

0.38 6 0.07

0.81 6 0.07

sCR (right)

0.28 6 0.08†

0.91 6 0.19†

0.38 6 0.08

0.80 6 0.06

SLF (left)

0.39 6 0.10

0.92 6 0.09†

0.41 6 0.13

0.81 6 0.07

SLF (right)

0.41 6 0.12

0.90 6 0.08†

0.42 6 0.14

0.80 6 0.06

CST (left)

0.30 6 0.06

1.10 6 0.26‡

0.32 6 0.07

0.98 6 0.20

SCP (left)

0.26 6 0.05

1.44 6 0.40†

0.28 6 0.06

0.93 6 0.25

ICP (left)

0.24 6 0.04

1.47 6 0.42†

0.25 6 0.05

0.98 6 0.27

ICP (right)

0.25 6 0.04

1.52 6 0.45†

0.27 6 0.06

1.01 6 0.28

P values are calculated based on independent-samples t test between 2 groups, as appropriate.
Diffusion in square millimeter/second.
x, mean value; aCR, anterior corona radiata; aIC, anterior limb of internal capsule; bCC, body of corpus
callosum; CTN, classic trigeminal neuralgia; CST, corticospinal tract; EC, external capsule; FA, fractional
anisotropy; gCC, genu of corpus callosum; ICP, inferior cerebellar peduncle; MD, mean diffusivity; pCR,
posterior corona radiata; pIC, posterior limb of internal capsule; sCC, splenium of corpus callosum; SCP,
superior cerebellar peduncle; sCR, superior corona radiata; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus.
* For MD, values are 31023.
† P , 0.01.
‡ P , 0.05.

superior temporal gyrus , the left M1/PMA, and the right superior
parietal lobule as our seed regions. The seed-to-voxel analysis
revealed differences between the 2 groups only with the right
insula/S2 as the seed (Fig. 6). Patients with CTN showed
enhanced functional connectivity between the right insula/S2 and
ACC, medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), and bilateral DLPFC (Fig. 6 and Table 4). There were no
areas of decreased functional connectivity between patients with
CTN and control subjects with the right insula/S2 as the seed
region. In addition, the connectivity strength of right insula/S2 to
ACC in patients with CTN was negatively associated with pain
intensity (r 5 20.575, P , 0.01), anxiety (r 5 20.453, P , 0.05),
and depression indices (r 5 20.501, P , 0.01) (Fig. 7).

4. Discussions
This study investigated brain reorganization associated with CTN
and its relationship to the duration and severity of orofacial pain,
anxiety, and depression. Compared with healthy controls,
patients with CTN had widespread structural brain alterations
and increased functional connectivity of the right insula/S2.
Furthermore, several changes were related to clinical variables.
To date, there have been only 2 other fMRI studies on CTN7,35
and none on resting-state functional connectivity. To our
knowledge, this is the first study to combine structural MRI and
rsfMRI to show brain pathophysiology in patients with CTN.

4.1. Morphological alterations in classic trigeminal neuralgia
4.1.1. Gray matter volume abnormalities
Extensive GMV reduction was demonstrated in bilateral temporal
lobe in patients with CTN. The temporal lobe is involved in the
processing of auditory perception, speech, language comprehension, and emotion.45 Relatively few morphometric MRI
studies have reported temporal lobe atrophy in chronic pain
conditions, and findings were inconsistent.5,21,50 Decreased
GMV of the temporal lobe seems more common in CTN than
other pain syndromes26,37 and the reason still remains unknown.
Furthermore, we found negative correlations between left ITG
GMV and both duration and orofacial pain severity, which is
consistent with previous research.37 The ITG has largely been
ignored in pain imaging studies, partly because many investigators restrict analyses and interpretation to regions more
consistent with the “pain matrix,” whereas the link between ITG
and pain is unclear. A possible role of ITG is in mnemonic
processes related to the affective component of pain, which may
be linked to impaired memory in migraine patients.51 Early
research indicated the projections of ITG to the amygdala and
hippocampus,57 which are involved in emotional processing.38
Our findings suggest that decreased GMV in the left ITG could be
relevant to pain memory and affect in CTN and worsen with
disease severity.
We also detected reduced GMV in the MCC of patients with
CTN. Atrophic MCC has been reported in several chronic pain
conditions, including low back pain,20 temporomandibular disorder,33 and fibromyalgia.39 MCC is associated with pain-related
fear-avoidance, environmental monitoring, and skeletomotor
orientation.52 This region is also involved in multidimensional
modulation of nociceptive information, including pain sensation,
negative affect, and cognitive control.43 Thus, MCC could be
related to both emotional and cognitive deficits of CTN.
Additionally, CTN group had decreased GMV of left M1 and
PMA. Although the role of motor regions in pain is not fully
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Figure 5. Regions of increased mean diffusivity (MD) (upper row) without distinction of fractional anisotropy (FA) (lower row) in classic trigeminal neuralgia
compared with control group. aIC, anterior limb of internal capsule; CST, corticospinal tract; EC, external capsule; ICP, inferior cerebellar peduncle; pIC, posterior
limb of internal capsule; SCP, superior cerebellar peduncle; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus; Tha, thalamus.

established, there is evidence suggesting that M1 is associated
with pain modulation.42 Motor abnormalities are supported by
nocifensive behavior seen in temporomandibular disorder.32,33
Furthermore, decreased GMV in motor areas could be related to
an adaptive response to persistent nociceptive input or to an
inhibition of jaw movement to avoid eliciting pain.48
4.1.2. White matter abnormalities
Patients with CTN had widespread reduced FA and increased
MD, suggesting the disruption of integrity in global white matter
and nociceptive tracts. It is well known that abnormal MD and FA
existed in the root of trigeminal nerves in patients with CTN,25,29
whereas only one recent study focused on white matter plasticity
across the brain.13 However, our result was a little different from
this report. We found that patients had higher MD (without FA
alterations) in the brainstem, thalamic radiation, internal capsule,
and superior longitudinal fasciculus adjacent to sensorimotor
cortex. Because these regions belong to the ascending
nociceptive pathway, the average molecular motion of the painsensitive afferents is probably abnormal in the CTN group, which
is inconsistent with that study reporting no changes in either MD
or FA in these brain regions,13 and the mechanisms are needed
for further investigations.
Fractional anisotropy and MD abnormalities were fairly
extensive across the corpus callosum and corona radiata in
patients with CTN, suggesting possible deficits on the inter- and

intra-hemispheric transmission of information. The frontoparietal
cortices, which are connected by corpus callosum from corona
radiata, are believed to participate in multisensory integration,
such as the cognitive control, attention, and environmental
reaction.9,10 Meanwhile, decreased FA in corpus callosum have
been reported in patients with lesions of the trigeminal
lemniscus,13,34 supporting the involvement of this region in
CTN. Additionally, several white matter areas had connections
with pain-related regions, including anterior corona radiata
projecting to ACC54 and external capsule adjacent to insula.8
Reduced white matter integrity is also suggested by our findings
of abnormal DTI metrics in the posterior and superior corona
radiata (close to the posterior parietal cortex), which may be
related to attention and reaction to the noxious threat in the
surrounding environment.3,27
4.2. Alterations of functional connectivity
To our knowledge, this is the first report on abnormalities of
resting-state functional connectivity in patients with CTN. We
used brain regions with GMV reduction in patients with CTN as
seeds to explore differences in connectivity between groups.
In contrast to healthy controls, patients with CTN had
increased functional connectivity between the right insula/S2
seed and ACC, mPFC, PCC, and bilateral DLPFC. These
findings mainly concern regions of 2 distinct networks: the
salience network and the DMN. As the key nodes of salience

Table 4

Seed-based rsfMRI demonstrating significant difference in functional connectivity between CTN and control group.
Seed regions

Target regions

BA

Side

Voxels in cluster

MNI coordinate
x

Insula/S2

y

Peak voxel
t value

z

ACC

32

Left

162

26

50

9

3.5836

mPFC

10

Right

128

12

45

21

4.2125

PCC

31

Left

165

26

260

12

3.9655

DLPFC

8

Left

225

224

27

51

5.2488

DLPFC

8

Right

139

20

30

54

3.5684

Data are thresholded of P 5 0.05 with FDR correction at the cluster level for multiple comparisons.
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; BA, Brodmann area; CTN, classic trigeminal neuralgia; DLPFC, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; rsfMRI, resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging; S2, secondary somatosensory cortex.
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Figure 6. Enhanced functional connectivity of patients with classic trigeminal neuralgia in contrast to controls between the right insula/S2 seed and ACC, mPFC,
PCC, and bilateral DLPFC. The right insula/S2 was chosen as the seeding area with 6 mm radius sphere for the analysis. (A) Axial and sagittal views; (B) Lateral and
medial views of bilateral hemispheres. All images were shown with FDR correction at a cluster level of P 5 0.05 for multiple comparisons. The color bar displayed tvalues. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; S2, secondary
somatosensory cortex.

network, which overlaps considerably with the “pain matrix,”
ACC and the seed insula are sensitive to salient event, and one
of their roles is to mark such event for special processing and
initiate appropriate control for response.31 Meanwhile, strong
functional interaction between insula and ACC facilitates rapid
access to the motor system.31 Numerous nociceptive studies
revealed coactivation of ACC and anterior insula in acute16,53
and chronic pain.41 Other evidence explores reciprocal connection of ACC to all major divisions of the insula.43 In summary,
the structural and functional alterations of anterior insula and
ACC underlie the deficits of salient network in chronic pain
conditions including CTN.
Meanwhile, less functional connectivity of the right insula to the
ACC in CTN group was associated with higher clinical pain as well
as greater anxiety and depression scores in the current study. The
hyper-connection between anterior insula and ACC, which
showed negative correlation with clinical pain ratings, was also
displayed in the patients with temporomandibular disorder.19
Anterior insula and ACC probably have a unique role in affective
pain process.60 Meanwhile, CTN might increase the risk of
subsequent newly diagnosed depression, anxiety, and sleep
disorder.58 Based on the present and previous research, we
conclude that the right insula–ACC connection may be vulnerable
to the chronic pain disorder, suggesting that this functional

alteration might serve as a preferable indicator for evaluation of
both nociceptive and affective components in CTN.
We also notice that patients demonstrated enhanced functional
connectivity of PCC and mPFC to the seed anterior insula,
suggesting that these regions have dysfunctional pain processing
across the CTN group. As crucial brain regions of DMN, PCC and
mPFC show reliable deactivation during externally guided attention,
especially on the focus of painful stimuli.24 Given that most patients
with CTN report sporadic but lancinating pain, perhaps anticipation
of pain attack keeps their brains from being truly resting. So it is
reasonable to expect that these patients have an altered brain resting
state. Acute pain is known to induce deactivation on DMN,24,40 and
increased functional connectivity was also reported between DMN
and anterior insula in patients with different persistent pain
disorders.4,23,36 Taken together, our findings add the knowledge
that the abnormal insula–DMN connection could be an effect not only
by continuous ongoing pain but also by intermittent pain condition.
Although bilateral DLPFC had increased connectivity to the
right insula seed in patients with CTN, the connection was
particularly strong for the left DLPFC. Dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex has been proposed a central role in top–down pain
processing,28 and it has extensive connections with sensory and
motor cortices and is useful for regulating attention, thought, and
action.2 Previous study concluded that left DLPFC displayed

Figure 7. Functional connectivity of the right insular cortex/S2 to the ACC was negatively correlated with the scores of VAS (A), HAMA (B), and HAMD (C) in patients
with CTN. ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; HAMA, Hamilton Anxiety Rating; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating; rIns, right insular cortex; S2, secondary
somatosensory cortex; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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negative association with pain affect, whereas right DLPFC
primarily had reduced correlation with both pain intensity and
unpleasantness.28 However, left DLPFC activation was exhibited
during cognitive task in chronic low back pain as well.41 Thus,
increased connectivity of the left DLPFC to the right insula in CTN
could involve both cognitive and affective dimensions of pain.
4.3. Conclusion
We show distinct gray matter, white matter, and functional
connectivity changes in patients with CTN compared with controls.
Reduced GMV was extensive across the whole brain including
ACC, MCC, insula/S2, and several temporal regions in CTN group,
and increased MD without FA alterations were seen in the
brainstem–thalamo–cortical projections in DTI analysis. Enhanced
functional connectivity was observed between the right insula/S2
and ACC, mPFC, PCC, and bilateral DLPFC in CTN. Moreover,
based on correlations between clinical variables and altered brain
structure and function, we propose that GMV reduction of the left
ITG might index orofacial pain severity and disease duration,
whereas right insula–ACC connectivity could index pain severity
and affective dysfunction. These findings help us better understand
the pathophysiology of orofacial pain and provide insight to
facilitate the development of new therapies for CTN.
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